
Health-related Services
HEALTH ARRANGEMENT SERVICE

HEALTH ARRANGEMENT SERVICE
With our all-round priority assistance, you can travel to Hong Kong
for quality medical treatment, worry-free. 
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It is not always easy to find the suitable hospital for your treatment by yourself. The task is made that much harder if you also 
have to handle the logistics - medical appointments, itinerary, hotel accommodations and so on.

That is why we are bringing our Health Arrangement Service to eligible customers who may wish to travel to Hong Kong for need 
of medical treatments. Backed by a global medical network, the service is designed to give you, through a designated service 
provider, the administrative support you need when you travel to Hong Kong for medical solutions. Our designated service 
provider will recommend hospitals that are suitable to you based on your needs for your consideration. Once you have decided 
on a treatment plan, the logistics such as transportation, accommodations, and even medical repatriation if necessary will be 
arranged on your behalf for yourself and your companions.

From the moment you decide to seek medical attention in Hong Kong to the day treatment is completed, we strive to provide you 
end-to-end professional support. All you have to do is to focus on getting well soon.

Arranging trips to Hong Kong for medical treatment is now simpler than ever 

How does Health Arrangement Service work?

Contact us to activate
the Health Arrangement Service*

Step 1
Our designated service provider will collect
the necessary medical report(s)* from you,
then proposes hospitals for the treatment

based on your needs

Step 2
Once the hospital for the treatment is confirmed, 
our designated service provider will:
• Arrange appointment with the confirmed hospital and coordinate
 the administrative arrangements related to the hospitalisation 
• Arrange air tickets, train tickets and limousine service in Hong Kong
• Arrange hotel accommodations
• Arrange an escort personnel to assist you with hospital admission 
 and discharge procedures

Step 3#

Upon your arrival on the scheduled date, 
proceed to your confirmed hospital for 
admission and subsequent treatment

Step 4

The designated service provider will be in communication 
with the hospital and, with your consent, provide your 

travel companion(s) with status updates

Step 5
The designated service provider will follow up on 
the status of your treatment with you and arrange 

medical repatriation to your country of residence or 
your designated location if needed

Step 6 * Eligible customers who wish to make use of Health Arrangement Service must  
provide a copy of medical report(s) with diagnosis to our designated service 
provider. The medical report(s) must be issued by a registered practitioner of 
Western medicine within 60 days before Health Arrangement Service is activated.

# Except for the administrative support, all the actual expenses incurred for the services 
under Health Arrangement Service are borne by the customer.
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“AIA” or “we” herein refers to AIA International Limited (Incorporated in Bermuda with limited liability)

Eligibility
This service is provided by a designated third party service provider to AIA’s eligible customers, who are 
insured with eligible AIA plans and with medical report(s) with diagnosis which have been issued by
a registered practitioner of Western medicine within 60 days before Health Arrangement Service is activated. 
For details, please visit www.aia.com.hk/en/healtharrangementservice

Get in touch
Eligible customers may contact AIA at (852) 2200 6341 (select language then press 2) /  4008428013 (Mainland 
China Toll Free Number, select language then press 2) or contact your financial planner for enquiries.

Important Information:

1. The above services are applicable to insured of eligible products only.

2. The above services are provided in Hong Kong by the designated service provider engaged by AIA subject to the terms and conditions thereof, and such services are 
not applicable to Macau region.

3. Health Arrangement Service is provided by Inter Partner Assistance Hong Kong Limited (“IPA”). IPA is an independent third-party company. AIA shall not be 
responsible or liable for any medical service, product and solicitation effort provided by IPA, which is not sold or marketed by AIA.

4. Subject to certain insurance policy provisions, the Health Arrangement Service is value-added service and does not form part of the contractual benefit and is 
non-guaranteed. AIA reserves the right to amend or cancel the service or service provider(s) at any time without prior notice at its absolute discretion. For details, 
please contact AIA for enquiry. Please take note that the actual claim reimbursement shall be subject to the provision of complete claim documents, insured’s 
benefits entitlement, exclusion, policy contract, terms and condition of eligible product(s).

5. With customer’s informed consent, IPA will use the customer’s personal particulars for verification of identity and eligibility to use the Health Arrangement Service 
and appointment booking of the services under the Health Arrangement Service.

6. During the benefit term of the eligible policy(ies) when it is in force, for each eligible policy, eligible customers are entitled to use the Health Arrangement Service 
once within 12 months of the submission of medical report(s) with diagnosis. The Health Arrangement Service includes reviewing medical cases, recommending 
hospitals for treatment and the following administrative support services^: 

a. Arrangement of hospital booking and administrative coordination for hospitalisation

b. Advice on visa application 

c. Arrangement of air tickets and/or train tickets

d. Arrangement of hotel accommodations 

e. Arrangement of limousine transportation in Hong Kong

f. Arrangement of escort personnel for hospital admission and discharge 

g. Arrangement of medical repatriation to country of residence or designated location 

^  Upon receipt of customer’s medical report(s), IPA will immediately review the medical case and it is deemed as service activation. Customers must complete the above services under 
Health Arrangement Service within 90 days of service activation.  If customers need to continue the treatment for the illness with the same diagnosis in Hong Kong, customers can 
repeatedly use the administrative support services listed under paragraphs 6a-6g above within 12 months of service activation. If customers choose to discontinue or not to use any 
service after activation of Health Arrangement Service, the Health Arrangement Service shall be deemed to have been used once. Except for the administrative support, all actual 
expenses (such as visa application, air tickets, train tickets, hotel accommodations, limousine transportation, escort personnel and medical repatriation etc.) incurred for the services 
under Health Arrangement Service shall be borne by the customer.

7. AIA is not the service provider or the agent of the service provider. We make no representation, warranty or undertaking as to the quality and availability of the
service, and shall not accept any responsibility or liability for the services provided by the service provider. Under no circumstance shall we be responsible or liable 
for the acts or omissions or services of the service provider.


